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Executive Summary 

 

This document presents a summary of the results obtained during the first 6 
months of porting the 100 Gbps network analytics use case to the dReDBox 
architecture. 

Undoubtedly, network analytics at 100 Gbps is a very challenging task. 
Especially if low-power ARM processors such as the one selected for 
dReDBox are being used. However, the preliminary results are encouraging. 
We have verified that a FPGA-based packet filtering approach is feasible, and 
also, that it is capable of withstanding line rate at 100 Gbps (up to 148 million 
packets per second).  

We have also shown that an approach based on dividing filtered traffic into 6 
processing dCOMPUBRICKs could reach the target of 10 million packets 
processed per second for online traffic analysis. 

Finally, we have shown that the performance obtained in a single ARM 
Cortex-A53 for a basic offline analysis reaches 1 million traffic records 
processed per second. A parallel approach based on 3 dCOMPUBRICKs 
could easily fulfill the target of 2.5 million traffic records processed per 
second. Additionally, we have also demonstrated how complex offline 
analysis tools, such as Naudit’s automated report generator FERMIN, can 
benefit from one of the distinguished novel value propositions of dReDBox, 
namely memory scale-up at runtime, showing speedups close to 2.5x. 

To summarize, we have successfully completed one of the most challenging 
parts in the 100 Gbps network analytics chain, the development of FPGA-
based packet filters. We have also done preliminary porting of Naudit’s online 
and offline tools to a single Cortex-A53 processor, and we have outlined the 
path to reach the specified KPIs by means of parallelization. Finally, we have 
shown the benefits of memory scale-up for complex offline network analytics 
tools.  
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List of Acronyms and Naming Conventions 

Processor Core 

or 

Compute Core 

or Core or 
Processing Unit 
(PU) 

An independent processing unit that reads and execute 
machine program instructions. Manufacturers typically 
integrate multiple cores onto a single integrated circuit 
die (known as a chip multiprocessor or CMP), or onto 
multiple dies in a single chip package. 

Multi-core 
processor 

A multi-core processor implements multiprocessing in a 
single physical package. Designers may couple cores in 
a multi-core device tightly or loosely. For example, cores 
may or may not share caches, and they may implement 
message passing or shared-memory inter-core 
communication methods. 

LLC Last Level Cache. A CPU cache is a hardware cache 
used by the central processing unit (CPU) of a computer 
to reduce the average cost (time or energy) to access 
data from the main memory. Most CPUs have different 
independent caches, including instruction and data 
caches, where the data cache is usually organized as a 
hierarchy of more cache levels (L1, L2, etc.). The shared 
highest-level cache, which is called before accessing 
memory, is usually referred to as the Last Level Cache 
(LLC). 

Memory 
Controller (MC) 

Memory controllers contain the logic necessary to read 
and write to DRAM, and to "refresh" the DRAM. Without 
constant refreshes, DRAM will lose the data written to it 
as the capacitors leak their charge within a fraction of a 
second (not less than 64 milliseconds according to 
JEDEC standards). 

Hypervisor A hypervisor, or virtual machine monitor (VMM), is a 
piece of computer software, firmware or hardware that 
creates and runs virtual machines. 

IaaS Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a form of cloud 
computing that provides virtualized computing resources 
over the Internet.  In an IaaS model, a third-party 
provider hosts hardware, software, servers, storage and 
other infrastructure components on behalf of its users. 
IaaS providers also host users' applications and handle 
tasks including system maintenance, backup and 
resiliency planning. 
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KVM Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is a virtualization 
infrastructure for the Linux kernel that turns it into a 
hypervisor. KVM requires a processor with hardware 
virtualization extensions. 

libvirt, libvirtd A toolkit to interact with the virtualization capabilities of 
recent versions of Linux (and other OSes). libvirt 
provides all APIs needed to do the management, such 
as: provision, create, modify, monitor, control, migrate 
and stop virtual domains - within the limits of the support 
of the hypervisor for those operations. The daemon 
entity – part of the libvirt toolkit - facilitating remote 
communication with the hypervisor is called libvirtd. 

Direct Memory 
Access (DMA) 

Direct memory access (DMA) is a feature of computer 
systems that allows certain hardware subsystems to 
access main system memory (RAM) independently of 
the central processing unit (CPU). 

dBOX 

 

A dReDBox-Box houses the main components of the 
dReDBox system and can be considered the heart of the 
dReDBox system. The dBOX will be compatible with 
standard datacenter infrastructures and will look like any 
other server. 

dTRAY A dReDBox-Tray provides the interconnection and 
supporting functions for the different dReDBox-modules. 

It serves as a “motherboard” in the dBOX. 

dBRICK 

 

A dReDBox-Brick forms the minimum, independently 
replaceable unit in the dReDBox datacenter. There are 
three different types of dReDBox-Bricks: compute, 
memory and accelerator bricks. At any hierarchy level, 
dBRICKs are interchangeable and can be deployed in 
arbitrary combinations to closely match service provider 
and/or user needs. 

dCOMPUBRICK The dReDBox-Compute-Brick constitutes the minimum 
replaceable unit providing general-purpose application 
processing to the dReDBox datacenter. 

dMEMBRICK The dReDBox-Memory-Brick constitutes the minimum 
replaceable unit providing disaggregated memory to the 
dReDBox datacenter. 

dACCELBRICK The dReDBox-Accelerator-Brick constitutes the minimum 
replaceable unit providing programmable, application-
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specific accelerated processing to the dReDBox 
datacenter. It will also have the ability to interface with a 
100GbE interface on the dTRAY.  

dBESM The dReDBox-Box-ESM is a Custom-Off-The-Shelf 
(COTS) Electrical Switch Matrix (ESM) used to 
interconnect dBRICKs residing with the same dBOX.  

dBOSM The dReDBox-Box-OSM is a COTS Optical Switch 
Matrix (OSM) used to interconnect dBRICKs residing 
within a dBOX to dBRICKs residing in remote dBOXes 
(either in the same or in distinct racks). The OSM can 
also be used for intra-tray dBRICK interconnection, 
coupling the ESM to increase density and/or throughput 
of connectivity in the tray. 

dRACK A dReDBox-Rack houses multiple, interconnected 
dBOXes. In the scope of the project, it forms the 
complete dReDBox system. The dRACK is the final 
Hardware deliverable associated with “D5.2: Hardware 
integration and tests of all bricks and tray (b)“. The 
dRACK will be used as the platform for the different 
demonstrators. 

dPERTRAY The dReDBox-Peripheral-Tray is a COTS product 
providing convenient support for attaching different kind 
of peripherals (notably secondary storage) through a 
PCIe bus. This will be a “plug-and-play” solution which 
can be connected to a dBOX using a standard PCIe 
cable. 

dROSM The dReDBox-Rack-OSM is a COTS Optical Switch 
Matrix used to interconnect dBRICKs residing in distinct 
dBOXes with the same dRACK. It also serves as a leaf-
switch to route traffic emanating from (resp. terminated 
at) the local dRACK to a datacenter destination (resp. 
from a datacenter source) residing off the local dRACK. 
In the project, we also aim to experiment with an 
embodiment of a dROSM featuring hybrid 
optical/electronic (i.e. both fiber- and packet-switching).  

dDOSM The dReDBox-Datacenter-OSM is used to interconnect 
the different dRACKs in a datacenter. It will connect to 
the different dROSMs in the datacenter. The dDOSM is 
here referenced for the sake of completeness and to 
facilitate a discussion of the overall scalability potential of 
a dReDBox datacenters. However, its further 
materialization is out of the scope of the project.  
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dCLUST A dReDBox-Cluster is a logical grouping of dBOXes 
residing within the same dRACK. The decision of sub-
dividing a dRACK into dCLUSTs is mainly motivated by 
the port density limits of a dROSM, as the largest 
commercially-available dROSM is not capable of 
interconnecting all the dBOXes within a 42U dRACK. 

dCLUSTPSU The dReDBox-Box-PSU is an AC/DC power supply, 
capable of providing enough power to a fully provisioned 
dCLUST. 

NUMA  A NUMA (non-uniform memory access) system is a 
computer system where the latencies for the processor 
to access its main memory varies across the memory 
address space. These systems required modified 
operating-system kernels with NUMA support that 
explicitly understand the topological properties of the 
system's memory. 

Openstack Openstack software controls large pools of compute, 
storage, and networking resources throughout a 
datacenter, managed through a dashboard or via the 
Openstack API. Openstack works with popular 
enterprise and open source technologies making it ideal 
for heterogeneous infrastructure. 

OS Operating System 

QEMU QEMU is a generic and open source machine emulator 
and virtualizer. When used as a machine emulator, 
QEMU can run OSes and programs made for one 
machine (e.g. an ARM board) on a different machine 
(e.g. your own PC). When used as a virtualizer, QEMU 
achieves near native performance by executing the 
guest code directly on the host CPU. 

SDM Agent The Software Defined Memory daemon agent is a 
process running on dReDBox compute bricks to facilitate 
remote provisioning, modification, control and monitoring 
of virtual machines. 

SDM Controller The Software Defined Memory Controller is a centralized 
control entity orchestrating resource management and 
allocation and power management across disaggregated 
of a dReDBox datacenter. 

VM Virtual Machine – Isolated virtualization unit running its 
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own guest operating systems 

VMM Virtual Machine Monitor. See Hypervisor 

Mid-Board 
Optics (MBO) 

MBO is the natural transition technology from current 
front-panel transceivers to more integrated electronic-
optical devices. It avoids the front-panel bottleneck, 
improves ports and bandwidth scaling of the rack space 
and may help to solve the packaging bottleneck. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview of the network analytics problem 

Nowadays, most businesses depend on computer communications and the 
Internet. A company without a computer network is inconceivable, even for 
small businesses. Big companies have extremely complex and intricate 
networks that, at the same time, are absolutely necessary for business 
operations. It is therefore mandatory to guarantee the proper operation of the 
networking infrastructure, as businesses simply cannot afford failures in their 
communications.  

Network analytics play a key role not only for solving past problems, but also 
for solving present and future ones. Future problems would include detection 
of potential problems before they occur. For example, dimensioning, 
misconfiguration of devices, or potential security breaches. Current problems 
include detecting that an anomaly is happening and to understand the root 
cause of the problem and what resources need to be mobilized in order to 
cope with the situation. For example, to detect an intrusion or a degradation in 
the service provided to clients. Finally, network analytics are used as a 
forensic tool to understand what caused a past error and what should be done 
to avoid that the error happens again.  

Still, network analytics goes beyond solving issues in the networking 
infrastructure. Data flowing through the network links might have very 
valuable information for developing the business of a company. This is 
especially true for telecommunication companies, but it applies in one way or 
the other to many other businesses. 

The basis for network analytics is network monitoring. Packets going through 
the network links of the company are captured and analyzed, using passive 
network probes that are either connected to SPAN ports of routers or to 
passive network taps. The challenge for network analytics is to extract 
valuable information from the gigabytes, or even terabytes of data flowing 
through the networks of a company every second. Actually, there are two 
different challenges. Firstly, how to capture network traffic without losing any 
valuable information. Secondly, how to analyze the vast amount of captured 
data to extract all the valuable information. 

Network analytics encompasses both online and offline activities. Packet 
capture is done online, as well as many as possible real-time analyses in 
order to assess the present quality and health of networks in particular and IT 
systems in general. However, it is not feasible to perform all analyses online. 
Data is stored so that relevant analyses are done offline, using specialized 
data analytics tools. This does not mean that all captured data is going to be 
analyzed. Although some data is used for a continuous assessment of the 
quality of networks, some other data is just analyzed after a problem occurs 
(forensic analysis), or when the quality of network needs to assessed 
(preventive network health check), or when valuable business information is 
required (characterization of client habits). 

Network analytics is, as all data analytics problems are, a data reduction 
problem. The goal is to remove all invaluable information and extract the 
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valuable items. For this purpose, the online analysis performs a first stage of 
data reduction, condensing packets into what we generically call traffic 
records. We will later provide details about these traffic records; at this 
introductory level, the key is that traffic records are the output of the online 
tools and the input to the offline tools. Offline tools read these traffic records to 
obtain the final outcome of the network analytics tasks.   

Network packets are not the only source for network analytics. Other data 
sources such as server logs and router counters provide a complementary 
and valuable information for network analytics, especially when network 
analytics is used, for example, for application performance monitoring. The 
goal is to integrate these alternative sources of information into both the 
online and offline analyses. 

As the speed of networks increases, network analytics becomes an 
increasingly challenging task. Up to gigabit speeds, packet capture using the 
services provided by the OS was enough. However, the advent of 10 Gbps 
networks called for alternative solutions based on custom drivers and polling 
rather than interrupt-based. This is the case for DPDK or Naudit’s HPCAP 
solution. Nowadays, 100 Gbps networks are quickly gaining momentum, but 
the path to implement network analytics solutions in 100 Gbps networks is far 
from clear.  

1.2 Requirements and KPIs 

Previous deliverable D2.2 [1] presented a rationale of the performance that is 
expected in a network monitoring system in order to cope with 100 Gbps 
speeds. This section reviews the conclusions obtained in deliverable D2.2, 
reiterating the key performance indicators (KPI) that were already identified, 
and putting them in the context of the porting efforts that have been done 
during the first 6 months of WP6 (M18 of the project). 

To start with, the KPIs that were identified and quantified in D2.2 are: 

 Packets Processed per Second – The packet processing software 
should be able to withstand a rate of 10 million packets per second. 

 Packets Filtered per Second – The monitoring interface of the packet 
filtering accelerator should be able to withstand line rate, that is, up to 
148 MPPS. 

 Traffic Records Generated per Second – The online processing tools 
should be able to generate up to 1.25 Mrecords per second, where a 
record is the base unit to describe a network connection. 

 Traffic Records Analyzed per Second – The offline processing tools 
should be able to process up to 2.5 Mrecords per second. 

The first two KPIs relate to the packet capture capabilities of the system. As it 
will be explained later in the section 4, hardware-accelerated packet filtering 
plays a significant role in the capture subsystem. The 100 GbE network 
capture interface is directly connected to the dACCELBRICK FPGA, which 
implements the packet filtering engine. Further details are provided in 
deliverable D3.1[2], the idea is that the operation mode of the dACCELBRICK 
that was introduced in D2.4 was extended in D3.1 to support not just 
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application acceleration, but also input/output data 
preprocessing/postprocessing. In this way, the dACCELBRICK can be 
configured as a 100 Gbps input interface with and input preprocessor, which 
is essentially a packet filter that discards those packets with no interest for 
monitoring.  

The Packets Filtered per Second KPI applies to the performance of the logic 
implemented in the FPGA. This KPI essentially means that the FPGA should 
be able to operate at line rate, that is, 100 Gbps and 148 MPPS. The reason 
why packets per second was chosen for the KPI instead of data rate is that 
usually the latter is a more demanding metric than the former. As it will be 
shown in sections 4.1 and 4.2, we have validated that is possible to fulfill this 
KPI using a FPGA-based implementation. Section 4.2.2 shows that for 
complex DPI filters the 148 MPPs target can be obtained by deploying several 
filters in parallel, which is feasible since the area used by each filter is small.  

The Packets Processed per Second KPI applies to the capability of the 
software to capture and process packets. This KPI is closely related to the 
Traffic Records Generated per Second KPI. While the former applies to 
number of packets that can be captured per second, the latter applies to the 
number of concurrent connections (or more generically, conversations) that 
can be digested per second. Although they are closely related, it is necessary 
to specify two different KPIs since the relationship between them depends on 
the actual traffic. For example, in a network used to distribute 4K UHD videos, 
you could expect that the number of packets per second is high, but the actual 
number of connections will be relatively low, since each connection requires a 
high data rate. On the contrary, in a network that centralizes the 
communications of a large number of IoT devices (for example, electricity 
meters of a nation-wide utility company), you should expect a relatively low 
data rate, but a huge number of concurrent connections. 

As it was mentioned in D2.2 and will be explained later, the computing 
capabilities of a single processor are much lower than the required to satisfy 
these two capabilities. It is necessary to parallelize the problem, using several 
concurrent dCOMPUBRICKs for the online processing of packets. In the 
context of dReDBox, the Packets Processed per Second KPI will especially 
measure the capability of distributing data among several processing 
dCOMPUBRICKs, and the scalability of parallel data processing. We have 
made progress in measuring this KPI for Naudit’s online analysis tools ported 
to the ARM Cortex-A53 processor. Preliminary results (see section 4.4) show 
that each processor can reach 1.4 million packets processed per second. In 
section 4.5 we propose an approach based on code optimization for ARMv8 
architecture together with parallelization in 6 nodes in order to fulfill this KPI. 

On the contrary, the Traffic Records Generated per Second KPI is related to 
the number connections that need to be digested. Each connection stores a 
record in main memory, and since the number of connections is very high, the 
size of the memory used to store these records will be in the gigabyte range. 
Therefore, the Traffic Records Generated per Second KPI will measure the 
performance of dCOMPUBRICKs on memory-intensive tasks, which feature 
frequent and complex (quasi-random) accesses to main memory. In this case, 
the results are very preliminary and do not show the maximum achievable 
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performance attainable by Cortex A-53 processor. One of the short-term 
activities of WP6 is evaluating this KPI on the ARM processor using 
anomalous traffic traces, with many concurrent connections, such as what 
happens under a denial of service attack. 

Finally, the Traffic Records Analyzed per Second KPI relates to the offline 
analysis, when reports are generated for the capture traffic, and these reports 
focus on different network issues that need to be assessed: forensic analysis 
after a crash, application performance monitoring, preventive network health 
check, etc. These analyses are usually not a real-time task, so they can adapt 
to whatever resources are available in the system. Therefore, this Traffic 
Records Analyzed per Second KPI will be especially useful to measure the 
scale-up capabilities of dReDBox. The initial results show that for basic 
analysis, the performance obtained by a single Cortex-A53 processor is very 
good, reaching 1 million records processed per second. A parallelization 
approach could easily fulfill the requirements for this KPI. Another short-term 
activity planned for WP6 is the evaluation of performance for complex offline 
analysis tools such as Naudit’s FERMIN, which include two levels of traffic 
record processing. 

1.3 Goals, approach and challenges 

1.3.1 Goals 

The final objective of Naudit’s contribution to dReDBox’ WP6 is to create a 
demonstrator for network traffic analysis at 100 Gbps using the dReDBox 
system. As it was explained in section 1.1, traffic analysis encompasses both 
online and offline tasks. The demonstrator will capture 100 GbE network 
traffic, it will generate traffic records, and these traffic records will be later 
analyzed using offline tools. The following figure summarizes the workflow for 
the demonstrator: 

 

 

  

Figure 1 - Workflow for the 100 Gbps network analytics demonstrator 
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As such, meeting the final objective entails realizing following tasks: 

 Related to online tasks: 
o Traffic filtering 
o Traffic capture 
o Record generation 

 Related to offline tasks: 
o Data analytics  

The preliminary results for the goals related to online tasks are described in 
section 4, while the results obtained for the offline data analytics are 
presented in section 5. 

Additionally, a side goal will be the development of a 100 GbE testbed. 
Although building a full-fledged 100Gbps testbed is not an objective of the 
project, the ability to demonstrating the workflow using the dReDBox platform 
is a unique opportunity to create impact, given the lack of a real datacenter 
deployment opportunity to date for the use case. For this reason, a substantial 
effort has been placed in this objective, aside from the funding of dReDBox 
project. A summarized report on this task is presented in section 3.  

1.3.2 Approach 

The proposed approach to build the demonstrator depends on four key points: 

 Traffic generation 

 Packet Filtering 

 Traffic splitting and parallelization 

 Scale-up 

The first key point is traffic generation. Testing the system in a real datacenter 
is not a realistic alternative due to access limitations, lack of testing 
equipment, noise, etc. Moreover, managers usually put stringent limits to the 
equipment that can be installed in their datacenters: due to safety and security 
reasons, only certified appliances are allowed. In order to overcome this 
limitation, we propose testing using real network traces (obtained from an 
actual datacenter) but played back using a trace player. Since we are only 
considering passive network monitoring, a stateless trace player will be 
enough for testing the system. As it will be explained in section 3, our 
proposed approach is based on a custom file system and an array of NVMe 
disks in order to achieve 100 Gbps data rate. 

The second key point is packet filtering. In the strategy defined in D2.2, 
filtering played a significant role for packet capture. The objective was to have 
a hardware-based packet filtering element that diminishes the burden to the 
software. Two reasons supported this objective: firstly, not all packets provide 
relevant monitoring information and secondly, the number of packets that can 
be processed per second by a software element is limited.  

The preliminary results obtained on the Cortex-A53 processors available on 
the Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC devices are significantly poorer than 
those obtained in a high-end Xeon processor. This is not surprising, since the 
cost and power of the former is much reduced. This calls for the third key 
point, parallelization, as the only way to fulfill the Packets Processed per 
Second KPI and the Traffic Records Generated per Second KPI. The 
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proposed approach is that the FPGA-based packet preprocessor at the 
dACCELBRICK also performs traffic splitting so that processing is done 
cooperatively by several dCOMPUBRICKs.  

Finally, it is necessary to eliminate any memory- and storage-related 
bottlenecks. The fourth key point relates to the use of the disaggregated 
memory capabilities of dReDBox in order to reduce the use of slow non-
volatile storage and also to allow VMs to increase their available memory so 
that applications do not need to trade speed for memory usage. The goal of 
this fourth point is to use as much memory as possible in order to increase 
performance. 

In summary, the last three points relate to performance. Network analytics at 
100 Gbps is a challenging task, even for high-end server processors. In the 
case of dReDBox, the approach that we have devised for achieving the 
desired performance is based on three pillars: hardware acceleration, 
parallelization, and use of disaggregated memory resources.  

1.3.3 Challenges 

The challenges that we have identified are closely related to the four key 
points of the proposed approach to build the demonstrator.  

The first challenge is to build the 100 GbE testbed. The key piece of the 
testbed is the network trace player. Our preliminary results (see section 3.1.1) 
show that traffic generation at 100 Gbps is feasible for synthetic traffic if using 
DPDK, and traffic playback can be solved by taking advantage of high-
performance NVMe disks and a user-space framework such as SPDK. 
However, it should be noted that traffic generation at such high speeds is a 
very challenging task and there are no (to the best of our knowledge) open 
source solutions yet. There are a few commercial alternatives, whose price is 
prohibitively expensive.  

To summarize, the proposed path for traffic playback is to use a high-end 
server with NVMe disks and DPDK/SPDK. If this solution does not provide the 
required rate, the alternative is to use several (up to 10) 10 GbE sources, and 
combine them using a L2 switch with 10/100 GbE ports (such as e.g. [3]). 

The second challenge is the FPGA implementation of the packet filters at 100 
Gbps data rate. In Xilinx UltraScale and UltraScale+ devices, the CMAC core 
offers a 512-bit LBUS interface clocked at 322 MHz. This interface can be 
easily converted to a more standard AXI-Stream format. The challenge lies in 
satisfying time constraints for such wide buses at such high frequency. 
However, our experiments in Virtex UltraScale devices were successful for 
both header-level and DPI (deep-packet inspection) packet filters. It is 
expected that in the newer UltraScale+ family the results will be even more 
satisfactory. However, it is still an open question whether the logic resources 
available in the dACCELBRICK FPGA will be enough to implement a set of 
complex filters. The preliminary results show that the area occupied by 
relatively complex filters is quite limited in a Virtex UltraScale device, and 
also, the architecture of UltraScale+ FPGAs is more powerful, so we could 
say the risk arising from this challenge is low. In any case, should this risk 
occur, an alternative would be cascading two dACCELBRICKS via the 
dBESM in order to double the programmable logic resources. This could be 
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done since the electrical switch matrix could be programmed to establish the 
required connections. 

The third challenge is traffic splitting and parallelization. Traffic splitting among 
several queues for parallel processing is a well-known technique that is 
implemented in all modern NICs. The algorithm for splitting is usually based 
on calculating a hash over key field of the packet header (IP addresses, ports, 
protocol). In this way, it is guaranteed that packets belonging to the same 
conversation end up in the same queue. Additionally, FPGA implementation 
of this algorithm is relatively simple. Traffic splitting from one dACCELBRICK 
into several dCOMPUBRICKs corresponds to a first level of parallelization, 
the second level is parallelization among the 4 processor cores available in 
the ARM Cortex-A53 processor of the dCOMPUBRICK. Our preliminary 
experimental results show that Naudit’s online analysis tool scales well in an 
ARM-based multi-core implementation (see section 4.3). 

However, the major challenge regarding traffic splitting and parallelization is 
how to integrate the results of all parallel processing units for online analysis 
in a unified solution, so that traffic splitting and parallelization is transparent to 
the offline analysis tools. At least a precise timestamping of packets will be 
needed in order to reconstruct the original sequence among the different 
queues. But how to reconstruct the original packet order without jeopardizing 
the overall performance of the system is certainly an open question that will 
need significant research during the second half of the project.  

The fourth challenge relates to the use of the distributed memory. Here the 
challenge is how to make the most of distributed memory in order to increase 
memory. There are two key areas to explore. Firstly, use distributed memory 
instead of persistent storage to save the traffic records generated by online 
analyses. In this way, the bottlenecks associated with access to disk are 
removed. Secondly, many algorithms for offline analyses where devised to 
keep memory usage under control, even at the cost of speed. The challenge 
is how to increase speed by using more memory, for example launching more 
instances in parallel even if a new instance implies a significant use of 
memory. This approach has been explored in the preliminary results for offline 
analysis (see section 5.1), providing a good speedup (2.5x); still, a 
comprehensive exploration of the alternatives to further increase performance 
by using more memory is on-going. 

In summary, the work done during the first 6 months of WP6 has mainly 
addressed the 2 first challenges: Traffic generation at 100 Gbps and 
implementation of FPGA-based packet filters. The results obtained in these 
two topics are good enough to classify the risk associated with these 
challenges as low. Therefore, in the remaining 18 months of WP6 the efforts 
should focus in addressing the parallelization and use of distributed memory 
challenges. Although the preliminary results for these latter two challenges 
topics are good, there is still work to be done for further improvement. 
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2 Description of the Network Analytics problem 

Figure 2 presents a high-level description of the network analytics problem. 
Though the figure is based on Naudit’s own workflow, the actual process 
when using other tools from other vendors should be similar to this one.  

 

 

Figure 2 - High-level description of the network analytics problem 

 

2.1 Packet capture 

The process starts with packet capture in a passive network probe. As it was 
mentioned in the introduction, traffic to be monitored is obtained either from 
the SPAN port of a router or from a network tap. The input interface of the 
monitoring probe is typically based on a conventional NIC (Network Interface 
Card) set in promiscuous mode, though using more specialized hardware is 
not rare. At speeds up to gigabit per second, the TCP/IP stack provided by the 
OS provides enough performance for lossless capture. However, the 
performance provided by the TCP/IP stack at 10 Gbps is not enough for 
lossless capture, especially if the size of packets is small. The reason is that 
performance is limited by the number of interrupts per second that can handle 
the system, since each interrupt is very costly in terms of context switching. 
For this reason, packet capture at 10 Gbps is typically done using poll-mode 
libraries such as DPDK or HPCAP.  

The classic methodology for packet capture uses the tcpdump tool that saves 
packets to disk as a network trace in .pcap format. This methodology is also 
possible when using poll-mode libraries such as DPDK. But as network speed 
increases, two problems arise regarding the storage of network traces. First, 
disks should be able to cope with the speed of the interface(s) being 
monitored. This means that RAID arrays should be used in order to increase 
performance, as well as fast disk technologies such as NVMe. The other 
challenge, and this is probably more severe, is the size of storage required to 
store the traces. At 10 Gbps, 1 TByte of storage is filled every 15 minutes. 
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Therefore, higher aggregation levels are required in order to reduce the 
storage requirements. At Naudit, the preferred network aggregate are network 
flows, as defined by NetFlow or IPFIX standards. Flows provide digests of 
conversations. These conversations can either be TCP connections or UDP 
communications. Flows provide many statistics about conversations: IP 
addresses, ports, number of packets, bytes in conversation, etc. Actually, 
flows can be very useful to detect anomalous situations in networks such as 
security attacks or malfunctioning links. For example, a sudden increase in 
the number of TCP connections, where the new connections are small 
(involve a few bytes) might indicate that a DDoS attack is happening. 

Network flows can be exported by routers. However, the collection of network 
flows is computationally a very heavy task, so routers always use very 
aggressive sampling (e.g. 1000 to 1) sampling when collecting flows, making 
this information useless for many network analytics tasks. 

Flows might not be enough for many cases, since they do not include 
payloads. Payload information is needed to reconstruct application-level 
protocols, such as DNS or HTTP. Although nowadays most of the traffic is 
encrypted and therefore the payload is illegible, in cases where there is a 
plain-text payload it might be of value to keep it. Therefore, flows are not 
enough and this is the reason why we use a more generic term: network 
records. These network records will encompass flow information as well as 
relevant sections from the application-level payload.   

2.2 Online analysis 

Online analysis is typically related to the real-time detection of anomalous 
conditions. The number of checks that can be performed is severely limited by 
the number of operations that can be performed in real-time, especially if high 
speed networks (10+ Gbps) are being monitored. Typical cases include 
checking parameters against pre-established thresholds, such as number of 
connections, size of connections, used bandwidth, etc. Additionally, traffic is 
usually classified before performing the online tests, so that alarms are 
generated per VLAN, or subnets, or a given application protocol, etc. 

In Naudit’s tools, online analysis focuses on real-time alarms that signal an 
anomalous condition in the network segment (subnetwork). For each network 
segment, alarms can be triggered if either the number of bytes or number of 
packets is more or less than a certain threshold. 

Regarding application performance monitoring, a powerful approach is to 
correlate server logs with traffic records in order to obtain a complete picture 
of the state of the IT systems of a company. In this way, when a degradation 
in the service occurs, it can be tracked down to the actual source, since the 
online analytics tools have a complete picture of both servers and networks. 
Currently this approach is being developed for Naudit’s tools, but there are no 
available solutions yet. 

In Naudit’s suite, traffic capture and online analysis for threshold alarms is 
performed by the DetectPro tool. This tool is based on the HPCAP driver and 
allows for lossless packet capture at 10 Gbps on commodity servers using 
Intel 10 GbE NICs.  
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2.3 Offline analysis 

In this phase, data analytics techniques are leveraged in order to extract 
valuable information from previously stored traffic records. There might be 
many different goals: Forensic analysis, preventive health check of the 
networking infrastructure, extract valuable business information, etc. But in 
any case, the challenge is the same: data analytics on big (order of terabytes) 
volumes of data. As the case is with online analysis, network information can 
be combined with server logs in order to obtain a complete picture of IT 
systems. 

Protocol dissectors play a major role in offline analysis. They are able to 
decode application-level protocols and obtain the relevant information from 
application-level conversations. For example, an HTTP dissector would 
extract all HTTP conversations in the stored traffic records, even if these 
conversations do not used the well-known ports for HTTP. From the 
conversations, the dissector would extract the valuable information (e.g. 
client, server, URL, response time, response code) and would discard any 
other information (e.g. contents of the downloaded HTML pages and 
associated files). The result of the dissectors is what we call enriched traffic 
records, which further digest the traffic records generated during the capture 
phase. 

This procedure can be more easily understood if we take a look at the 
workflow of Naudit’s tool for automated report generation, FERMIN, which is 
depicted in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3 - Workflow for Naudit’s FERMIN tool for offline analysis 

Prior to the data analysis phase, there are two preliminary phases: Collection 
and Dissection. The collection phase runs in the passive network monitoring 
probe that captures the traffic and generates the records. These traffics 
records are stored on disk, and will be used by the second phase, dissection. 
The dissection phase consists of the abovementioned process of protocol 
dissection, where application-level conversations are decoded and the 
relevant information is stored in the form of enriched records. Collection is an 
online phase, while dissection is offline. 

In the data analysis phase, the automated report generator FERMIN uses the 
enriched records generated in the previous phase (dissection) to generate a 
summary of the state of the network, which focuses on the most relevant 
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events that have been observed. The report presents a summary of the 
network topology, followed by burst and plateau analysis, and continues by a 
protocol analysis (TCP, HTTP, DNS, ICMP, UDP, etc.) which includes a 
summary and a RAG (red-amber-green) diagram for each protocol. This RAG 
diagram provides a high-level performance evaluation, based on several 
thresholds and heuristics. For example, the following TCP metrics are taken 
into account for a TCP service RAG analysis: zero-window announcements, 
retransmissions, duplicate ACKs, SYN at- tempts, downtimes, RTT, 
connection establishment time, and the number of connections and the 
relative contribution in bytes to the TCP traffic. Figure 4 presents an example 
of one this RAG diagrams generated by the FERMIN tool. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 - Example of RAG diagram in Naudit’s FERMIN tool for offline analysis 
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3 Testbed 

Actually, two different testbeds have been implemented: the first for testing 
the FPGA-based packet preprocessing, and the second, for testing the porting 
of applications to the ARM Cortex-A53 processors available in the Zynq 
UltraScale+ devices. 

Figure 5 shows a picture of both testbeds, on top the VCU108 board used to 
implement the packet preprocessor, and at the bottom the ZCU102 board that 
features a ZU9EG Zynq UltraScale+ device. 

 

 

 

Figure 5 - Current testbeds, including VCU108 and ZCU102 boards 

 

As it will be explained in the roadmap section 6, the next step is to integrate 
both testbeds in order to have the complete chain for online analysis, that is, 
traffic that has been preprocessed on the FPGA of a dACCELBRICK is 
transferred to a dCOMPUBRICK to be analyzed by software running on its 
Cortex-A53 processors. Consider the architecture proposed in deliverable 
D3.1, where the dACCELBRICK acts as an input interface and data 
preprocessor, and it is connected to one or various dCOMPUBRICKs where 
data is finally processed. The goal is to emulate the dACCELBRICK initially by 
one VCU108 board and later by a ZCU102 board, and the dCOMPUBRICK by 
one ZCU102 board, until the actual prototypes of dReDBox are ready. 
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In collaboration with Work Package 4 another testbed on a datacenter-grade 
Intel server was made available, featuring a deployment of all software 
components of the Scale-up ecosystem, namely a deployed Scale Up 
Controller, Scale Up Client daemon and availability of API implementations in 
three language flavors (Java, Python and C) [17]. On this actual setup of the 
dReDBox Scale Up ecosystem, a Virtual Machine has been made available 
and which effectively has been used to deploy the offline analysis application 
and perform actual Scale Up tests and evaluations presented in section 5.2.  

3.1 Testbed for packet preprocessing 

During the first half of the project, a significant effort has been dedicated to 
the design, implementation and testing of the FPGA-accelerated packet filters, 
whose results are presented in section 4. The experience gained was also 
used to define the acceleration architecture described in D3.1. The testbed 
that has been used to validate the FPGA-based packet filters is built around a 
Xilinx VCU108 development board. The experimental validation consists of:  

1. Generating 100 Gbps Ethernet traffic 
2. Send this 100 Gbps traffic to the FPGA, where the packet filter trims it 

down to 10 Gbps,  
3. Send the resulting 10 Gbps traffic to a monitoring workstation to check 

the results   

 A simplified diagram of the experimental setup is depicted in Figure 6: 

 

 

 

Figure 6 - Simplified diagram of the experimental setup for packet preprocessing 

 

First, 100 GbE traffic is generated in a custom-developed generator, which 
will be described in the next subsection. The generator uses a QSFP28 
interface that is connected to the VCU108 board using a QSFP28 direct 
attach cable (Mellanox 650VS8413190389). 
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Inside the VCU108, the 100 GbE traffic goes directly to the FPGA, where it is 
filtered. The results of the filtering are sent to a FMC connector of the board, 
which has a module with four SFP+ cages attached to it. One of these cages 
is used to implement a 10 GbE interface by means of an Intel SFP+ module. 

The SFP+ module is connected via a multimode fiber to a management and 
monitoring workstation, which has a 10 GbE NIC that also uses SFP+ 
modules. 

The management and monitoring workstation is in charge of receiving the 
filtered 10 GbE traffic and comparing it to the expected results. Additionally, it 
also configures the packet filters inside the FPGA via the PCIe interface 
available in the VCU108 board. 

The main reason for choosing the VCU108 board was the readiness of the 
FPGA family. At the time of starting experiments (in the context of WP3) the 
availability of UltraScale+ boards were very limited, and all of them featured 
early engineering sample (ES) devices. Thus, it seemed a safest approach to 
use a more mature device for prototyping, to avoid the well-known risks of 
being early adopters. 

3.1.1 Traffic generator 

Developing a 100 GbE traffic generator is a challenging task, even if using 
state of the art components. Though the data rate is in fact demanding (100 
Gbits/s = 12.5 GBytes/s), the major challenge arises from the number of 
packets that need to be generated per second, up to 148 million.  

The simplest version of a traffic generator uses synthetic traffic, that is, 
packets that are created according to a certain pattern, which have valid 
headers, but do not have a meaningful payload. For example, a synthetic 
traffic generator could generate TCP packets with certain IP and port 
addresses, but with a random payload.  

A more complex traffic generator is the stateless traffic player, which plays 
back a network trace (typically a .pcap file) stored on disk. Usually these 
generators allow users to change the speed at which the trace is played back 
(maximum speed, or original speed according to timestamps saved in the 
trace, or a custom speed). The traffic player is stateless because it simply 
plays back packets without considering the responses from the other end (for 
example, it will continue playing TCP packets although the other end has not 
acknowledged the TCP connection). 

A network trace player is more complex than a synthetic traffic generator 
because it involves storage. Apart from the obvious fact that disks should be 
able to read the trace at the maximum network rate, the major challenge 
usually is that the size of traces is humongous. For example, at 100 Gbps one 
minute of traffic equals to 750 GBytes, and one hour to 45 TBytes.  

Finally, the most complex type of traffic generator is the stateful traffic 
generator. It emulates many computers, each of them running a number of 
applications in order to fill the network link (web client, multimedia streaming 
client, etc.). Each of these emulated computers will react to the responses 
from the other end. For example, TCP connections will not continue until 
acknowledged by the other end. This kind of generator is used, for example, 
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to check stateful network elements such as firewalls or intrusion detect 
systems (IDS).  

In our case, the traffic filters that have been developed are stateless, so we 
will use either a synthetic traffic generator or a trace player. The latter is much 
more effective for a comprehensive testing in real conditions (using a trace 
obtained from a real network link). The traffic generator of the testbed is 
based on a Supermicro SYS-1028U-TN10RT+ with a Mellanox Connect-X5 
MT27800 100 GbE card (QSFP28 interface) and six Intel DC P3600 NVMe 
disks. It is important to emphasize that playing back a network trace involves 
all the key components in a server: Storage, PCIe busses, CPU cores, 
memory banks, and network interface card (NIC). A single bottleneck in any of 
these elements can ruin the whole trace playback. For that reason, it is 
mandatory to choose state-of-the-art components. 

However, time between packets in a 100 GbE link can be as low as 6.7 ns. 
Even if using high-performance processors, a single CPU core is not able to 
generate packets at such a high rate. For example, if we consider a processor 
with a 3 GHz clock frequency, time between packets can be as low as 20 
clock cycles. For that reason, it is mandatory to use a parallel, multi-queue 
approach. A single processor core is not able to generate packets at enough 
speed.  

A synthetic packet generator has been developed in collaboration with 
Universidad Autonoma de Madrid. The generator uses DPDK and 10 queues, 
and it is able to saturate a 100 GbE link if using 256-byte packets. Data rate is 
90% of the maximum when using smaller, 128-byte packets. It has been 
estimated that the maximum packet rate that can be achieved with this 10-
queue design is 118 MPPS (million packets per second).  

At the time of writing this deliverable, a trace playback tool is being 
developed. It will use an array of NVMe available in the server described 
above, together with the SPDK [4] technology. The use of SPDK is mandatory 
according to the experiments that we carried out, where we found that the 
performance of a RAID0 array of NVMe disks implemented using the services 
provided by Linux was very poor.   

As was mentioned before, the development of a traffic generator is not an 
objective of dReDBox. However, it is very important for the development of 
the project itself as well as for the exploitation plans of Naudit. For this reason, 
a significant effort is being placed in this task, though dReDBox man-month 
resources are not directly being used. 

3.1.2 VCU108 Development Board 

This board is depicted in Figure 7. It features a Virtex UltraScale XCVU095 
FPGA in a 2104-ball BGA package. The FPGA has available one bank of 4 
Mbytes of RLDRAM memory, and two banks of 2.5 GBytes of DDR4 memory. 
Board connectivity is implemented via the following interfaces: 

 One CFP2 cage for 100 Gbps Ethernet (configurable as 10x10 or 
4x25) 

 One QSFP28 cage for Gbps Ethernet (4x25 configuration) 
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 Two FMC connectors, each providing access to 10 GTH transceivers 
of the FPGA (capable of line rates up to 16.375 Gbps) 

 One PCIe Gen3 x8 connector 

Apart from this memory and interfaces, the board also has some other 
interesting features: 1000BASE-T Ethernet port, HDMI interface, flash 
memory, clock generators, USB port for FPGA configuration, etc.  

Connected to one of the FMC ports of the VCU108 board, a HitechGlobal 
FMC module model HTG-FMC-X4SFP+ provides 4 SFP+ cages that 
implement the 10 GbE connectivity. 

3.1.3 Monitoring and management workstation 

The monitoring and management server is a commodity workstation to which 
the FPGA board is connected via a PCIe cable and a 10 Gbps Ethernet 
interface. The PCIe cable is needed because of the non-standard dimensions 
of the VCU108 board (see Figure 7), which prevent it from fitting into a regular 
size PCIe slot. The only possible solution is to have the VCU108 board off the 
workstation, connected to it via the PCIe cable.  

The workstation has an Intel 82599 10 GbE NIC to receive packets from the 
VCU108 board. Naudit’s own HPCAP driver is used for lossless packet 
capture at the workstation. The SFP+ cages at both the VCU108 board and 
the workstation are fitted with Intel multimode, short-range 10 GbE SFP+ 
modules. 

 

 

Figure 7 - VCU108 board (source: Xilinx) 

 

3.2 Testbed for application porting 

In order to test applications in an actual Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ device, a 
ZCU102 evaluation kit from Xilinx has been used. The ZCU102 board 
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features a ZU9EG device in a 1156-ball BGA package. It has a 4 GB DDR4 
SODIMM module connected to the PS of the Zynq device, and a 512 MB chip 
connected to the PL. Connectivity is one of the strongest points of this board: 
it offers four SFP+ cages for 10 GbE ports, one PCIe Gen2 x4 slot, and two 
FMC connectors (each one providing access to 8 GTHs running at a data rate 
up to 16.3 Gbps). Additionally, the board accommodates HDMI, SATA, USB 
and DisplayPort connectors. Figure 8 depicts the ZCU102 evaluation kit. 

Setting up Linux on the ZCU102 board required some tweaking. For the root 
file system, we used ArchLinux (ARMv8 AArch64 Multi-platform) on top of a 
kernel built from the sources available on the Xilinx GIT server. The ArchLinux 
system runs from a SSD disk connected to the board. 

In the QSPI Flash memory of the board we stored the FSLB (first stage boot 
loader), the PMU firmware, the ARM trusted firmware, and u-boot. So, the 
boot process starts by running code from the QSPI up to u-boot, and then u-
boot starts the proper Linux from the SSD. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 -  ZCU102 board (source: Xilinx) 
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4 Online analysis 

As was explained in section 1, online analysis of 100 Gbps networks will 
require an intensive packet preprocessing in the dACCELBRICK. A great deal 
of effort has been devoted to developing and testing the packet filters that will 
be at the core of the preprocessing engine of the dACCELBRICK. Sections 
4.1 and 4.2 below, presents the two schemes of packet filters that have been 
developed: an automated filter generator for header-level filters (4.1), and a 
payload-level filter to discriminate plaintext payloads from ciphered or binary 
content (4.2). Results show that both filters are able to process packets at line 
rate, thus fulfilling the KPI in terms of performance, though the actual 
implementation in Zynq UltraScale+ devices is still pending. 

DetectPro is the solution provided by Naudit that tackles the online network 
analytics problem. With a previous and recognized path as a monitoring 
solution for 10GbE links, a significant effort has been made in order to adapt 
the original optimized design to the ARM Cortex-A53 processor. Section 4.3 
provides an overview of the results that have been gathered from the initial 
experiments, from the adaptations required by the original source code to the 
initial benchmarking and performance results.  

Finally, the section is concluded by proposing a parallel solution to fulfill the 
two KPIs related to the software part of online analysis: Packets Processed 
per Second and Traffic Records Generated per Second KPIs. The solution 
exploits parallelism at two levels: first, one dACCELBRICK sends data to 6 
dCOMPUBRICKs. Second, inside one dCOMPUBRICK the four cores of the 
Cortex-A53 processor work in parallel to further speed up processing.  

4.1 Automated synthesis of FPGA-based packet filters for 100 
Gbps network monitoring applications 

Using a top-down scheme, this section begins by a classification of filtering 
rules used in real-world scenarios, followed by the definition of the network 
grammar and how the network stack is modeled. Finally, the features of the 
auto-generated Verilog code and the hardware architecture are discussed and 
summarized. 

4.1.1 Packet filtering rules 

According to the element to which they apply, the following categories of 
filtering have been considered: 

1) Rules that apply over a protocol: The most basic kind of rule, checking 
if a packet belongs to a certain protocol. An example of this type of 
filters could be the expression “arp”. That is, all ARP packets will match 
this rule. 

2) Rules that apply over a field of a protocol: Filtering by destination port 
or source address is one of the most typical actions carried out by 
firewalls. For example, the expression “IPv4.ip_dst==10.0.0.1” defines 
a rule that checks if the IP destination address is 10.0.0.1. 

3) Rules that apply over the payload: Such rules are used in DPI (deep 
packet inspection) applications, that is, higher-layer filtering. They are 
expressed as a function that is applied over the content of a traffic 
stream. For instance, a useful use case is discarding ciphered traffic, 
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which is meaningless for monitoring applications. If entropy is used to 
detect ciphered data, the expression “entropy (payload)” will be used 
for the rule. 

4) Combination of rules: These are boolean operations merging two or 
more expressions of the previous categories. 

Rules in the group 3) are not directly synthesized by the compiling tool. 
Instead, the generated design provides mechanisms for accessing the 
payload of the packets. Additional modules can be developed by users for 
inspecting the payload. Such modules do not necessarily need to be written 
using HDLs; high Level Synthesis (HLS) frameworks can be used in order to 
reduce development time and ease debugging. 

4.1.2  Grammar definition 

The most elementary slice of the corpus is a network protocol definition. 
When representing a protocol in the grammar there are some peculiarities 
that must be considered, which force the user to provide more details than 
just a list of fields and their widths. For instance, headers may present either a 
fixed or a dynamic number of fields. It may also happen that the next protocol 
in the subsequent layer might be identified by a magic word in the header. 
This fact motivates that the definition is slightly more complex than just a list 
of expressions. So, the essential element that integrates the corpus is a list of 
protocols, which includes a metadata block providing further knowledge about 
protocol interconnections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VLAN {  

        format {  

                priority : 3;  

                cfi: 1;  

                id : 12;  

                ethertype : 16;  

        }  

        metadata {  

                protocol_id : 16’h8100;  

                header_size: 32;  

                level: 1;  

                recursivity : 2;  

                next_protocol : ethertype;  

                key : {id};  

        }  

        filter {  

                filter1: id#1==12’h1234;  

                filter2: id#2==12’h5678;  

        }  

}  

 
Listing 1 - Representation of VLAN 
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1) Protocol definition: Each protocol that is going to be processed must be 
defined in advance at the corpus, providing at least two blocks of 
information: format and metadata structure. The first one consists of 
several identifiers (string of characters) and the associated width, 
expressed in bits. Using bits as the reference unit instead of bytes 
presents several advantages in protocols where not all the fields are byte 
aligned (this is the case of version and header length in IP). The metadata 
block provides additional information that the compiler requires in order to 
understand interconnections among protocols. Listing 1 shows a real 
configuration example for defining the VLAN header. 

The fields that compose “metadata” are divided into: 

 Detection of the current and the next protocol. Network protocols are 
stacked and the identification of the subsequent layer is generally 
carried out by a dedicated field in the header. In the case of a VLAN 
header, the 16b “ethertype” field informs what protocol is encapsulated 
on top of VLAN (e.g. 0x0800 for IPv4). However, this statement 
remains valid if and only if the VLAN header is detected, which can be 
done by examining the identifier reported by the previous protocol and 
verifying that it is equal to the value assigned to the VLAN field 
(0x8100). 

Within the grammar, this case is handled by inspecting the fields 
“protocol_id” (immediate value) and “next_protocol” (immediate 
value/reference to field) in the metadata block. The “protocol_id” provides 
the constant that unequivocally defines the current protocol; 
“next_protocol” the identifier that is going to be passed to the following 
protocol parsing unit. 

 Header size (immediate value/reference to field and/or arithmetic 
operations over fields and immediate values). Some protocols have the 
possibility of adding optional entries in the header, which entails that 
the payload offset is variable. This field helps the code generator to 
correctly parse protocols that do not present fixed boundaries. 

 Key elements (list of fields that are eligible for filtering). Filters 
exclusively operate over the exported information through the keys of 
the protocol. 

 Level of the protocol (immediate value). This feature allows the 
compiler to group protocols that are suitable to be processed 
concurrently because they are conceptually similar. For instance: Two 
protocols at the transport layer such as TCP and UDP. Note that in our 
grammar this field does not necessarily correspond to the layer in the 
OSI model stack. 

 Recursivity (immediate value). Number of times that the current 
protocol can be consecutively nested in the network stack. Note that 
protocols at the same level must present the same value for the 
recursivity field. 

Finally, the optional block named “filter” can be used to define rules that 
apply over the fields in a protocol. Such rules are preceded by a name 
(that enhances the readability of the Verilog code and allows the filter to be 
referenced) and a boolean or arithmetic operation that involves one, or 
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multiple, key elements of the protocol. For instance, “flag_fin||flag_rst” or 
dst_port< 1024” are rules for the TCP protocol. Nested protocols and fields 
can be dereferenced by appending the character # and the level (e.g. id#1 
in the presented VLAN example refers to the first VLAN tag, whilst id#2 
points to the second VLAN tag). 

2) Corpus definition: the representation of the network stack is built by the 
concatenation of multiple protocols, as depicted in Listing 2. The block 
“match” concludes the corpus, and is used to define the complete 
predicates for the rules. Once again, each rule is preceded by an identifier 
(for the sake of Verilog readability) and a series of filters by protocol and/or 
filters by key elements. For instance, “dns” would be an example of a filter 
by protocol whilst “IPv4.filter1 & dns” involves a filter by key element and a 
filter by protocol. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

The grammar supports more than one rule at the “match” statement. This 
feature allows the generated designs to go beyond simple discard/accept 
packet filters. For example, consider the case where different monitoring 
applications exist, each dedicated to a certain set of protocols. Creating 
different rules will allow to classify packets in different queues, one for each 
monitoring application. 

4.1.3  Autogenerating code: Analysis and data structures 

Lexical analyzers (such as Flex[5]) are tools for automatically identifying 
tokens and relevant blocks, abstracting the programmer from the necessity of 
parsing expressions manually. Meanwhile, the semantic information is 
completed with tools such as Bison[6]. These tools provide basic mechanisms 
for the generation of an intermediate representation of the parsed code. 

Such representation is interpreted in a second step by the Verilog compiler, 
turning the definition of the grammar and the generation of the code two 

protocol_1 {  

        format { ... } metadata { ... }  

        filter { /* Filters at protocol_1 */ }  

}  

...  

protocol_n {  

        format { ... } metadata { ... }  

        filter { /* Filters at protocol_n */ }  

}  

match {  

        rule1: protocol_1.filter1 & protocol_n;  

        rule2: protocol_1.filter2 & protocol_n;  

}  

 

Listing 2 - Corpus example 
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independent processes. This intermediate structure is composed by a vector 
of protocols and a list of filters (“match” block) which are implemented using 
standard C types. At the same type, a protocol is subdivided into a set of 
fields (which are described by the “format” block), pointers to fields (elements 
that integrate the “metadata” block) and, optionally, a list of filters which just 
involves the fields of a certain protocol. 

Filters are always modeled as expression trees where the leaves are 
references to fields, references to the existence of a protocol or immediate 
values. The parents simply indicate how the leaves are linked. The 
interconnection possibilities are: unary (logical not, bitwise not) or binary 
(arithmetic and Boolean operators). 

4.1.4  Autogenerated code: Hardware architecture 

Using the corpus definition as a starting point, a hierarchical Verilog design is 
generated for the filter machine. When taking a look to the internals of the 
generated code, it can be seen that three main components are created, as 
depicted in Figure 9.  

 

 

Figure 9 - Architecture of the generated filter 

1) Parser logic: It extracts protocols from a packet, as well as the 
associated keys. The process is pipelined, having the same number of 
stages as protocol levels are. Every protocol level is evaluated in just 
one clock cycle, unless the header spans several data words. The 
parser instantiates as many modules as levels are, and every level, at 
the same time, instantiates as many entities as protocols are in that 
level. Each protocol parser has a slave AXI4-Stream interface as input 
to the module (the packet stream to process), and its outputs are: A bit 
to signal a match, the offset for the next protocol, the next protocol 
identifier, and the entire packet as a master AXI4-Stream interface. 

The component that groups protocols that can be processed in parallel 
only operates as a multiplexer. It selects the output of the first protocol 
in the level that returns a coincidence. If no coincidence is found, the 
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parser at that level will just propagate the registered input of the 
component. Suppose a firewall that only allows TCP packets with 
destination port 80. The VLAN header might be missing in a packet 
but, if it is the case, the rest of the protocols must be checked anyway. 
This action is accomplished by propagating the information reported by 
the previous level (e.g. Ethernet), to the next level of protocols (e.g. 
IPv4) so the absence of the VLAN does not cause an interference to 
the analysis of the packet. 

2) Filter inference: This module instantiates as many filtering instances as 
the number of levels. For each level, there are as many instances as 
protocols to be filtered. Note that the number of instances in the parser 
and in the filter logic is not necessarily the same, because certain 
protocols may not be used for rule matching. Consider for example a 
rule for UDP port 53 (DNS): the IP protocol header must be parsed in 
order to reach the UDP header, even though the information in the IP 
header is not used for filtering. 

The inputs to the filtering modules for each level are the keys coming 
from the parser module at the same level, and the outcome of the rules 
from the previous level. The filtering module adds the outcome of the 
rules for the current level, and outputs them. That is, the outcome of 
the rules propagates from level to level, each level adds its own results. 
At the output of the filtering module for the last level, the outcome of 
the rules for all levels is available. 

3) Filter application: For each packet, the parser logic module generates a 
bitmask named Protocol Bit Array (PBA). A ’1’ in a position of this 
bitmask means that a certain protocol has been detected. Similarly, the 
filter inference module generates a bitmask with all the rules: A ’1’ in a 
position of this bitmask means that a certain rule has been matched. 
These two bitmasks are the inputs to the filter application module, 
which implements the predicates defined in the the block “match” of the 
grammar. 

4.1.5  Integration in the Virtex UltraScale platform 

A complete design has been developed by leveraging the Xilinx IP core 
UltraScale 100G Ethernet Subsystem[7]. This block supports CAUI-4 
(25.78125 Gb/s per line) and CAUI-10 (10.3125 Gb/s per line) 100 Gb/s 
Ethernet interfaces. On the programmable logic side, the connections to the 
IP core are respectively accomplished by means of the RX segmented local 
bus (LBUS) and the TX segmented LBUS. Conceptually, the segmented 
LBUS can be considered as a 512-bit streaming bus where network packets 
are only allowed to start at the beginning of a 128-bit segment. That is, the 
512-bit bus is divided into 4 narrower 128-bit segments, and each network 
packet is forced to be aligned to a 128-bit position. This behavior is aimed at 
reducing the wasted space between packets in order to make good use of the 
bus capacity. The nominal frequency of the bus is 322.265625 MHz. 

In Figure 10, a block diagram of the simulated design is depicted. Traffic 
starts at the 100G Ethernet Subsystem, and, in a first stage, it goes through a 
LBUS to AXI4-Stream converter. As it was detailed in the previous section, 
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the generated code uses AXI4-Stream to transmit packets. AXI-4 Stream is a 
standard bus, widely used by many IP cores and development tools, as 
opposed to the proprietary LBUS. The most straightforward alternative for 
packet transmission in AXI4-Stream is that they begin on a data word 
boundary. But this mode of operation creates unused spaces between 
packets that potentially reduce the available bandwidth of the bus. However, 
since the raw data rate (322.27 MHz * 512 bit = 165 Gb/s) is far higher than 
100 Gb/s, we have verified that the LBUS to AXI4-Stream is safe for all packet 
sizes. 

 

 

Figure 10 - Integration in Xilinx Virtex UltraScale 

The incoming AXI-4 Stream then goes to the packet filter module. The latter 
module outputs the packets, once again in AXI4-Stream format, the outcome 
of the match rules of the filter that has been compiled, and the PBA bitmask. 
Actually, the outcome of the evaluated rules and the PBA is the information 
required to take a decision whether to discard or drop the packet. This 
decision is taken in a small combinatorial logic, which sends the result to Drop 
module. 

The drop module receives the packet stream and a signal to indicate whether 
the packet should be dropped or forwarded. Such module uses a cut-through 
approach in order to minimize latency, and its output is an AXI4-Stream 
containing just the packets that the filter wants to be forwarded. Finally, an 
AXI-4 Stream to LBUS converter translates the stream format again in order 
to make it compatible to the LBUS interface of the 100G Ethernet Subsystem, 
where packets will be transmitted. 

4.1.6 Results 

This section presents the results for two proof-of-concept filters that have 
been synthesized with the tool presented above: A DNS filter, and a firewall 
that only allows traffic from certain IP addresses and a given destination port. 
Both are examples of real-world applications; in particular, DNS monitoring is 
very useful to learn what webpages are being visited by the users of a 
network. 

The first case is a simple filter where the conditions are translated into allow 
UDP traffic (encapsulated under IPv4 or IPv6) with destination port 53. The 
associated FSM for the second filter is illustrated in Figure 11. It involves 
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multiple combinations (TCP/UDP over IPv4/IPv6). Additionally, the corpus has 
been designed in this second case to also support one VLAN tag. 

 

 

Figure 11 - Port filter automaton 

In order to verify the two filters, the described architecture in section 4.1.4has 
been tailored for the Xilinx Virtex UltraScale VCU108 board [8] using Vivado 
2016.2. The occupation of the FPGA resources does not exceed 2% (see 
Table 2). Having the filters so small paves the way for a partial reconfiguration 
approach for dynamic filtering. That is, using a ping-pong scheme, it would be 
possible to achieve a hitless change of filters. While one filter is working, a 
new filter could be programmed in the FPGA by means of partial 
reconfiguration. After programming the new filter, moving from old one to the 
new one could be as simple as changing the control input of an AXI4-Stream 
bus multiplexer. 

Resources Utilization DNS Utilization Firewall 

LUT 5504 (1.023%) 6798 (1.264%) 

LUTRAM 0 136 (0.177%) 

FF 16155 (1.502%) 17488 (1.626%) 

BRAM 8 (0.462%) 8 (0.462%) 

IO 11 (1.322%) 11 (1.322%) 

BUFG 3 (0.275%) 3 (0.275%) 

Table 1 - Categorized FPGA occupation 

The latency of the DNS filter is 4 clock cycles: The pipeline has 3 stages 
(Ethernet, IPv4/IPv6 and UDP), and one extra clock cycle for matching key 
filters and protocol filters. The latency of the firewall example is 5 clock 
pulses: 4 stages of the pipeline: (Ethernet, VLAN, IPv4/IPv6 and UDP/TCP), 
and the additional clock cycle to match key filters and protocol filters. The 
clock frequency is 322.265625 MHz, so the latency is respectively 12.4 ns 
and 15.5 ns. 
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4.2 FPGA-based encrypted network traffic identification at 100 
Gbit/s 

4.2.1 Method to identify relevant packets  

Currently, over 70 % of the information present in packets payload is 
encrypted[9]. However, some applications continue using plain-text in the 
payload. We have focused our work on finding these packets that carry 
information in plain text, specifically those encoded in ASCII and the subset of 
variable 8-bit Unicode Transformation Format (UTF-8). According to their 
payload, different types of packets can be defined: (a) completely binary 
(encrypted), (b) with printable ASCII at the beginning of payload, (c) a mix of 
printable ASCII and binary and (d) pure plain-text ASCII. In [10], [11] the 
authors studied statistically the relation of consecutive printable ASCII 
characters and the percentage of printable ASCII characters in the payload to 
determine the usefulness of the payload of packet for the network analyst. 
Additionally, they proposed two software-based solutions: the first one 
inspected the whole packet but did not achieve 10 Gbit/s, and the second one 
implemented an algorithm able to achieve line rate at 10 Gbit/s but at the 
expense of not scanning the whole payload.  

In our implementation, based on such previous work, we scale the speed to 
100 Gbit/s and furthermore, we inspect all bytes in the payload in order to 
increment the granularity and precision in the decision. Moreover, in our 
implementation we use fixed parameters to simplify the design: the packet is 
accepted as non-encrypted when we detect 12 consecutive printable ASCII 
characters or the percentage of printable ASCII is greater or equal than 50% 
of the packet size. If the packet does not meet these rules, it is considered 
binary and then, just the first 64 bytes are kept (headers containing 
information of Ethernet, IP, and transport protocols), which is the only part of 
the packet that will be useful for a network analyst. 

4.2.2 Architecture 

The basic structure to filter encrypted traffic is the so-called Analyzer Unit 
depicted in Figure 12. The architecture is composed of three main blocks that 
will be explained later on. Almost the whole structure and submodules are 
described in C/C++ using Vivado-HLS (High-Level Synthesis) tool [12], and 
using directives as described in  [13], [14]. The proposed architecture can be 
easily extended to filtering any kind of traffic by simply modifying the decider 
module, as long as the filtering criteria are stateless. The big challenge here is 
to meet the timing constraints: At 322.265625 MHz, we only have a few 
nanoseconds in each clock period to do the job. 
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Figure 12 - Analyzer Unit architecture 

A. Receiver 

The receiver is connected to the incoming 100Gbit/s Ethernet interface 
(source of traffic to be filtered) through a 512-bit (64-byte) width AXI4-Stream 
interface. Its function is to receive Ethernet traffic and split it into two streams: 
One is an exact copy of the input, which is sent to a First-In First-Out (FIFO) 
to be stored. The other is a byte-by-byte reduction to a 64-bit boolean vector 
that represents if the corresponding byte is a printable character (byte decimal 
value between 32 and 126) or not. This vector will be called from now on the 
vector of ASCII information, which is later sent to the decider to be analyzed. 
It is obvious to mention that the reduction from 512-bit to 64-bit is trivial. It 
corresponds to detecting for each octet if it is between the hexadecimal 
values 0x20 and 0x7E, both inclusive. A simplification is to consider also DEL 
(0x7F) as printable ASCII. If so, the comparative is simpler: It is only needed 
to check the three most significant bits of each byte. This module was 
developed in C using Vivado HLS. 

B. Transmitter 

This module is in charge of generating the output stream. It receives two input 
streams: The decision stream indicates the amount of bytes to be transferred, 
and it comes from the ASCII decider module through a 32-bit stream. The 
other stream is coming from a FIFO and contains the data back-up. When a 
valid decision arrives, the logic starts to read data from the FIFO and sends 
the previously stored bytes. If the decision has fewer bytes than the packet, 
the rest of data are discarded in order to empty the FIFO for the next 
computation. This module was developed in C using Vivado HLS. 

C. ASCII Decider 

The ASCII decider receives the 64-bit vector of ASCII information indicating 
which characters are printable. This core uses that information to count the 
amount of printable characters and to detect sequences as explained in 
section4.2.1. At each clock cycle, two operations should be done:  

i. The 64-bit vector is reduced to a 7-bits number that represents 
the amount of printable characters in current transaction; and  

ii. Using the last 11 bits from previous transaction it tries to find 
sequences of 12 consecutive printable characters. 
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The second operation is computationally easy; it implies to test 64 times in 
parallel the presence of 12 consecutive ’1’. In a Xilinx UltraScale device, it 
implies 44 LUTs and less than 2 ns using a behavioral VHDL description. 
Nevertheless, counting the quantity of ’1’s is a much harder problem, and this 
problem is covered in depth in section D. 

Finally, in order to take the decision of how many bytes are to be transferred, 
a 4-state Finite State Machine (FSM) as shown in Figure 13 is implemented. 
Each state and the transition between states are described below. 

 

Figure 13 - Finite State Machine implementation 

 WAIT_FIRST_WORD: This is the first state after reset. When the 
packet has 64 bytes or less, the packet must be sent completely, then 
decision is 64, and next state is WAIT_READY, else packet is greater 
than 64 bytes and the next state is COUNT. While there is not any 
packet, state does not change.  

 COUNT: This state sums printable ASCII characters and bytes 
received. When a sequence of twelve printable ASCII characters is 
detected, the packet must be sent completely; else, if the packet ends, 
the amount of printable ASCII characters is compared with bytes 
received: if is greater or equal than 50 % the packet must be sent 
completely, else only first 64 bytes are sent, then next state is 
WAIT_READY. If no sequence or packet ends are detected, state does 
not change.  

 WAIT_READY: This state waits for handshake (assert ready signal) 
from transmitter. When ready is valid and packet ends the next state is 
WAIT_FIRST_WORD, else if packet has not ended yet, the next state 
is WAIT_PACKET_END. If ready is not asserted, the value on decision 
does not change and state does not change, also decider ready is set 
to ’0’.  

 WAIT_PACKET_END: If we arrive at this state we detected a 
sequence and we sent the decision, but the packet has not ended yet, 
then this state waits until signal last or pkt_end is asserted to change 
state to WAIT_FIRST_WORD, else state does not change. 
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D. Counting the amount of ones in a vector 

The problem to count the printable ASCII characters in a 512 bits transaction 
is reduced to the problem of counting the amount of ”1” present in a 64 bit 
vector of ASCII information. In the work  [15] the author studied different 
implementations of Hamming Weight and compared with other 
implementations, but with a vector of width 64 the latency is 5.2 ns, almost 
doubling the maximum latency required in our architecture. Then, we decided 
to study different alternatives to achieve the timings. 

A naïve implementation in VHDL gives poor results, then we have studied 
different alternatives that fit better in a 6-LUTs architecture present in Xilinx 
devices. The idea is the use of n-to-k reducer (or counters), also a kind of 
Carry Save Adder (CSA) than counts n bits giving k bits results. We have 
evaluated different alternatives: 

 Using 7-to-3 reduction trees (V1): The main building block is a 7 to 3 
reducer since it can be efficiently implemented using three times two 
6-LUTs and a muxF7. Starting with 9 7-to-3 reducers — S(0) to S(8) 
in Figure 14 — we have as result 9 3-bit numbers plus one bit 
(Figure 15.A) to obtain 3-bit results. Then we reduce again as shown 
in (Figure 15.A obtaining 3 3-bit number plus a 4-bit number that can 
be added using a ripple carry adder tree. 

 Using 7-to-3 and 8-to-4 reduction tree (V2): In this approach, after 
the first 7 to 3 reduction we apply an 8 to 4 reduction (using 4 6-
LUTs, 2 muxF7 and a muxF8 per bit) with the aim to reduce the logic 
depth (Figure 15.B). This approach increases area, and worsens the 
delay (due to more fan-out and network congestion). 

 Using reduction trees 6-to-3 (V3): Since a 6 to 3 reducer can fit in 3 
parallel 6-LUTs we expect to reduce net congestion and improve 
delay. The first state reduces from 64 bits to 11 3-bit numbers — 
T(0) to T(10). Then, again a second level reduces to six 3-bit 
numbers and a third level to 3 4-bit that can be added with a 3 input 
ripple carry adder (Figure 15.C). The code of this reduction is shown 
in Listing 3. 

 

 

Figure 14 - Generic n-to-k reducer 

For the two first proposed architectures (V1 and V2), a first step reduces the 
64-bits vector to nine 3-bits numbers plus an additional bit that should be 
added later. The array of reducers is shown at Figure 14, the resulting dot 
graphic to be added is depicted in Figure 15.A and Figure 15.B respectively 
for V1 and V2 architectures. In case of V1 a second level composed by three 
parallel 7-to-3 reducers and ad-hoc reducer that outputs 4 bits as shown at 
Figure 15.A produces three 3-bits and a 4-bit number that are added by an 
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addition tree. On the other hand, V2 uses three parallel 8-to-4 reducers as 
proposed in Figure 15.B, generating a number than can be added using 
ternary adders. Finally, Figure 15.C shows for V3 the first step of 6-to-3 
reducer, followed by the second level of reduction, composed by a 3 times 6-
to-3 reduction and 3 times 5-to-3 reduction. The third logic level finally 
reduces to three 4-bits numbers to be added by a ternary adder. The code of 
counter of ones in a 64-bits vector is shown in Listing 4. 

 

Figure 15 - Dot Graph for different reduction trees: A) on two levels of 7-3 reduction and finally 
quaternary adder. B) on 7-3 and 8-4 reduction and finally ternary adder. C) on two levels of 6-3 

reduction and a level of two input adders and a final ternary adder 
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The implementation results of these alternatives are summarized in 

Table 2, where the 6-to-3 reduction clearly gives better results both in area 
and delay. 

 

Version  Critical Path (ns) LUTs 

naïve  2.99  93 

7-to-3 (V1)  2.89  92 

7-to3 & 8-to-4 (V2) 2.98  80 

6-to-3 (V3)  2.65  65 

 

Table 2 - Critical path and resources utilization for different tree reduction 

 

 

 

  

library IEEE;  

use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;  

use IEEE.std_logic_arith.all;  

use IEEE.std_logic_unsigned.all;  

  

entity reducer_6to3 is port (  

  x: in std_logic_vector (5 downto 0);  

  s: out std_logic_vector (2 downto 0)  

);  

end reducer_6to3 ;  

architecture rtl of reducer_6to3 is  

  type memrom is array (0 to 63) of STD_LOGIC;  

  signal sum_0: memrom := x"6996_9669_9669_6996";  

  signal sum_1: memrom := x"177E_7EE8_7EE8_E881";  

  signal sum_2: memrom := x"0001_0117_0117_177F";  

begin  

  s(2) <= sum_2(conv_integer(x));  

  s(1) <= sum_1(conv_integer(x));  

  s(0) <= sum_0(conv_integer(x));  

end rtl; 

 

Listing 3 - HDL code of 6 to 3 reducer 
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library IEEE;  

use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;  

use IEEE.std_logic_arith.all;  

use IEEE.std_logic_unsigned.all;  

  

entity counter64_7_v3 is port (  

  x: in std_logic_vector (63 downto 0);  

  s: out std_logic_vector (6 downto 0)  

);  

end counter64_7_v3 ;  

architecture rtl_3 of counter64_7_v3 is  

  COMPONENT reducer_6to3 is port (  

      x: in std_logic_vector (5 downto 0);  

      s: out std_logic_vector (2 downto 0)  

    );  

  END COMPONENT;  

type sums_L1 is array (0 to 10) of  

                        STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(2 downto 0);  

signal sum_L1: sums_L1;  

signal L1_vert0: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(10 downto 0);  

signal L1_vert1: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(10 downto 0);  

signal L1_vert2: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(10 downto 0);  

signal sum_L2_0, sum_L2_1 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(2 downto 0);  

signal sum_L2_2, sum_L2_3 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(2 downto 0);  

signal sum_L2_4, sum_L2_5 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(2 downto 0);  

signal sum_L3_0: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(3 downto 0);  

signal sum_L3_1: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(3 downto 0);  

signal sum_L3_2: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(3 downto 0);  

begin  

  -- First level of reduction  

  L_1: for i in 0 to 9 generate  

  reduc: reducer_6to3 port map(x => x(iâ‹†6+5 downto iâ‹†6),  

                               s => sum_L1(i) );  

  end generate;  

  reduc10: reducer_6to3 port map(x =>x(63 downto 60)&"00",  

                                 s => sum_L1(10));  

  -- grouped vertically result of first level of reduction  

  L_1a: for i in 0 to 10 generate  

    L1_vert0(i) <= sum_L1(i)(0);  

    L1_vert1(i) <= sum_L1(i)(1);  

    L1_vert2(i) <= sum_L1(i)(2);  

  end generate;  
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E. Architecture to achieve 100 Gbit/s 

The previously presented architecture does not support pipelined operation, 
because each packet needs to be stored until a decision is taken. Then, in 
order to support line rate at the worst scenario (minimum-sized packets), it is 
necessary to instantiate more Analyzer Units in parallel. 

The Analyzer Unit has a latency of 5 cycles, for packets equal or less than 64 
bytes (the whole packet fits in a 512-bits transaction). Then, the worst case is 
to have a new packet at each cycle, which implies a minimum of five Analyzer 
Units working in parallel to support 100 Gbit/s in the worst scenario. The 
resulting architecture is used and shown in 

Figure 16, where input traffic is split in sequential Round Robin to different 
instances of the Analyzer Unit. In order to avoid packet disorder, the Round 
Robin collector reads sequentially the output of the analyzer units. In this way, 
we ensure that packets in filtered traffic keep the same order as in the 
incoming Ethernet interface. 

 

  -- Second level of reduction  

  L_2b: reducer_6to3 port map(x => L1_vert0(5 downto 0),  

                              s => sum_L2_0 );  

  L_2c: reducer_6to3 port map(x => L1_vert1(5 downto 0),  

                              s => sum_L2_1 );  

  L_2d: reducer_6to3 port map(x => L1_vert2(5 downto 0),  

                              s => sum_L2_2 );  

  -- reduce partial 5 to 3  

  L_2e: reducer_6to3 port map(x=>L1_vert0(10 downto 6)&'0'  

                              ,s => sum_L2_3 );  

  L_2f: reducer_6to3 port map(x=>L1_vert1(10 downto 6)&'0'  

                              ,s => sum_L2_4 );  

  L_2g: reducer_6to3 port map(x=>L1_vert2(10 downto 6)&'0'  

                              ,s => sum_L2_5 );  

  -- sum result of second level reduction  

  sum_L3_0 <= sum_L2_0 + ('0' & sum_L2_3);  

  sum_L3_1 <= sum_L2_1 + ('0' & sum_L2_4);  

  sum_L3_2 <= sum_L2_2 + ('0' & sum_L2_5);  

  --L4  

  s <= ('0' & sum_L3_2 & "00") + (sum_L3_1 & '0')  

       + sum_L3_0;  

end rtl_3; 

Listing 4 - Counter of ones, final integration 
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Figure 16 - Several Analyzer Units connected in parallel to Improve Throughput 

 

4.2.3 Implementation Results 

The implementation targeted the Xilinx VCU108 board [8] , and was made 
using the Vivado Design Suite 2016.2. The parallel implementation was 
simulated with the Integrated Block for 100G Ethernet [7] obtaining successful 
results, achieving line rate. The clock timing constraint of a 3.103 ns period 
(322.265625 MHz) is satisfied and the resource usage for a Xilinx Virtex 
UltraScale XCVU095-FFVA2104-2-E device is provided in Table. II. It should 
be noted the small footprint of the design, which uses less than 4% of the total 
area.  

 

Resource Used Max Available % usage 

LUT 11761 537600 2.19 

FF 31016 1075200 2.88 

BRAM 53 1728 3.04 

GT 10 52 19.23 

BUFG 3 960 0.31 

Table 3 - Resource usage in a Xilinx UltraScale xcvu095 
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4.3 Porting of the DetectPro application 

The original multithreaded DetectPro tool was heavily dependent on a 
producer-consumer scheme where the relationship between producers and 
consumers was one-to-one. The porting to a disaggregated architecture, 
where the low-consumption computing nodes are no longer high integrated 
with the physical resources, invalidates the original model and forces the 
proposal of alternative methodologies of eavesdropping the network 
communications. 

On top of that, some optimizations that have remained valid for ages have 
been accordingly adapted. To exemplify the statement, a mention to the 
management of process affinity is explanatory. User applications are no 
longer conscious of the global topology of the architecture where they are 
being run. The optimization based on the execution on a particular computing 
node relies on the figure of the orchestrator[16] and further references to such 
routines in the user space are not suitable for the current scope. Hence, it has 
been necessary to locate all the references to the NUMA library and 
encapsulate them, as well as all the references to the original Naudit’s driver 
and middleware layer, so the integration with the dReDBox API will be the as 
straightforward as possible. 

Optimizations in the allocation of memory have also suffered from 
modifications. One of the most flagrant cases is the use of non-standard 
pages whose size is greater than 4KB (hugepages). Due to processor 
limitations, the longest addressable page is 2MB in contraposition to other 
architectures where this value scales to the order of Gigabytes. The limitation 
has been acknowledged and an initial version with standard 4KB pages of 
memory has replaced the 10GbE design. The scale-ups that the 
disaggregated architecture offers will make the application intensive in 
resource utilization but, the ingress traffic will be distributed among different 
nodes deriving into more lightweight workflows. 

Regarding additional modifications on the path of porting the application to 
ARM, the verification of processor-specific code has been challenging. This is 
the case of the invocation of routines that could prefetch data chunks into 
cache memory and some endianness dependent lines of code. Fortunately, 
the endianness optimizations and the goal architecture target a Little Endian 
processor but it is worth noticing the limitation and the proper verification of 
the design during the earliest phases of the development.  

As a result of the iterative development, a new revision of the DetectPro 
analysis tools is available at the internal repositories of the dReDBox project. 
It is customized for the new arm64 architecture, lighter and more portable in 
spite of its nature (a tool built from scratch in a low-level language, C/C++) 
which flawlessly compiles under the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) and 
executes in the ARM core. 
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4.4 Preliminary performance results 

While the hardware bricks and interconnections are being developed 
concurrently to the software layers, commercial boards are a perfect option for 
prototyping and carrying on porting and preliminary experiments. 

The adopted evaluation board for this set of tests is the Zynq UltraScale+  
ZCU102 that was described in section 3.2. 

At the current stage, the aim is to evaluate the performance of the application 
running under this platform without any of the improvements that a dedicated 
FPGA accelerator may offer. So, the initial objective is to measure the 
efficiency of the CPU and how DetectPro is expected to behave under a 
controlled environment and its scalability. 

In order to achieve a fair comparison, the tested experiments are the 
analogous to the ones shown in the Deliverable 2.1[17]. The same dataset 
has been used for the benchmarking and the same, two differentiate stages, 
integrate the workflow: 

 Reading of a PCAP file into main memory. The trace is stored in a SSD 
which is attached to the FPGA board. This time is not computed for the 
metrics computation. 

 Analysis of the network packets information. 
 

Table 4 - Network analytics performance on the ARM Cortex A53 processor and a virtual 
machine with the same amount of resources under a much power-hungry server featuring an 
Intel Xeon E5@2.3GHz, for CAIDA traces stored on disk 

 

In Table 4, the empirical results of the ARM processor are compared against 
the previous simulated scenario. The total number of packets that can be 
processed per second has been reduced by a factor of 7.65. The total number 
of generated records has also suffered from a drastic variance given the fact 
that the total amount of incoming traffic that is processed has been also 
reduced.  

In spite of these initial unfulfilling results, a multithreaded version of the online 
analysis tool has been deployed on the ARM processor, paying special 
attention to the affinity and association of physical CPU cores and processes 
of the application.  

Resources VM: 4 Cores/4GB RAM Cortex A53: 4 Cores/4GB 

RAM 

Packets received per 

second. 

2.91 Mp/s 0.38 Mp/s 

Traffic records generated 

per second. 

45456.56 records/s 3595.88 records/s 
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Table 5 illustrates the multithreaded results where a speedup of 3.68 has 
been observed during the experiments of the ARM parallel version of 
DetectPro.  

 

Table 5 - Empirical results associated to the parallelization of the application at the software 
layer 

 

Key factors driving the results regarding the comparison between the two 
processors are (excluding the superiority of the ARM solution in terms of 
power consumption): 

 The diminution of the levels of cache memory and the size of it. The 
ARM processor exclusively counts with a second level of cache 
memory of up to 2MB in comparison with the Intel Xeon E5 with 3 
levels of cache and a total of 16MB in its last level. 

 The reduction in the base frequency of the CPU (from 2.3GHz to 
1.3GHz). 

 The simplicity of the ARM processor and the differences associated to 
the internal architecture (branch prediction unit, instruction reordering, 
etc.). 

With these figures in mind, which do not contemplate the effects of accessing 
to the remote memory, the queue theory has been applied to develop a model 
[18] which could help to understand the final performance under the pure 
disaggregated platform. 

The model, fed with the empirical information of the number accesses to main 
memory, cache and TLB misses, execution time, instructions and cycles, 
alongside the latency estimations while accessing to a compute brick, 
indicates the following evidences: 

 There is a memory access every 143 CPU cycles. 

 Each Instruction that incurs in a LLC miss will take a mean of 1721 
CPU cycles (~1075ns) to return. 

 The real IPC of the application under the ARM processor is 0.53. The 
expected effect of disaggregating the memory will have a considerable 
penalty, decreasing the previous value to the figure of 0.044 IPC. 

Given the initial not very promising results, the original workflow of the 
application has been optimized so the total number of accesses to main 
memory is kept to the minimum possible while reassuring the importance of 

Resources Cortex A53: 1 process Cortex A53: 4 processes 

Packets received per 

second. 

0.38 Mp/s 1.40 Mp/s 

Traffic records generated 

per second. 

3595.88 records/s 14274.53 records/s 
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accelerators and custom hardware designs that could contribute with 
additional processing capabilities.  

4.5 Proposed parallelization strategy 

The results presented in Table 5 show that for a single Cortex-A53 processor 
the Packets Received per Second KPI is 1.40 MPPS. That is, 10 MPPS / 1.40 
MPPS = 7.14 times less than the expected for 100 Gbps network analytics, as 
it was justified in D2.2. Considering that we are working with a preliminary, 
non-optimized port of Naudit’s DetectPro online analysis tools to ARMv8 
architecture, it is expected that these number could get better after 
optimizations. 

For the experiment that was performed, the number that was obtained for the 
KPI Traffic Records Generated per Second is significantly lower than the 
maximum expected (14 thousand vs. 1,25 million records per second). 
However, it should be noted that in this case this is not due to computational 
limits of the Cortex-A53 processor but because the trace being used simply 
does not have many concurrent flows. The number for the KPI Traffic Records 
Generated per Second depends on the actual traffic. 1.25 million per second 
corresponds to a corner case with many parallel and small flows, which is not 
the usual case. Measurements with typical traces usually stress the Packets 
Received per Second KPI rather than the Traffic Records Generated per 
Second KPI. 

Towards meeting KPI target, the proposed parallelization strategy is therefore 
to divide traffic at the dACCELBRICK in 6 different streams that will feed 6 
dCOMPUBRICKs, as described in deliverable D3.1. The 6 dCOMPUBRICKs 
will work in parallel for the online traffic analysis. Since each dCOMPUBRICK 
will work on a fraction of the traffic in an embarrassingly parallel fashion (i.e. 
without need to communicate with the other dCOMPUBRICKs), it is expected 
that the speedup for this parallelization will be 6x. Considering that without 
any optimizations the speedup needed is 7.14x, we are optimistic that the 
KPIs can be fulfilled with the proposed parallelization strategy.   
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5 Offline analysis 

5.1 Preliminary performance results 

The adopted evaluation board for this set of tests is the analogous to the one 
used for the online analysis preliminary performance, the Zynq UltraScale+ 
ZCU102 board. 

The main goal of the explained test in this section is to evaluate the feasibility 
of successfully fulfilling the KPI targets indicated in the Deliverable 2.2 [1] 
where the total number of processed records per second was set to 2.5 
million.  

This experiment consists of the detection of a DDoS attack by the SYN flood 
technique. The software code runs natively under the ARM architecture and 
exploits the information of the network flows provided by the DetectPro 
software by Naudit. 

According to the size of the report, two different sets have been compared: a 
smaller one, which comprehends around 5.5M entries, and one additional set 
that does not fit in main memory so the persistent storage can be involved 
and the computation performance may be evaluated. The results are 
described in Table 6. 

As it can be observed, the presence of IO operations to disk in the first set 
does not indicate a major bottleneck given the fact that the number of 
processed records per second by a single instance of the application.  

However, the initial figures are not even close to the desired KPI so an extra 
effort has been made on the parallelization of the tool. While the previous 
results were obtained on a single thread application, a revision of the code, 
involving 4 processes (each one of them running in a different CPU core) has 
been tested. The approach of the parallelization is straightforward: divide the 
generation of flow reports into several files and process them individually by a 
different instance of the online DDoS detection software. The results for the 
experiment are shown in Table 7. With a total of 4 instances, the total number 
of processed records per second has risen almost to the millions of elements 
per second, providing evidence that the integration of additional computation 
units will contribute to the achievement of the desired 2.5 million records per 
second (an increase by a factor of 2.5 is required). 

 

Table 6 - Network offline analytics performance on the ARM Cortex A53 processor 

File Size Number of records Records per second 

Set 1 4.1G 90301957 305218.5392 

Set 2 259M 5598720 310694.7836 
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5.2 Proposed strategy for scale-up and preliminary experiments 

The processing of network records is an offline task that may be postponed in 
time for its analysis. The information is generally preregistered in the 
persistent storage prior its analysis, which is why one of the main concerns is 
to provide a non-disruptive service in terms of processing capabilities to the 
datacenter. To be more concrete, the main goal is to use the idle resources 
for the analysis tool and, when required, free them to its usage by the online 
analysis applications. 

In this context, the software is in charge of processing a bulk of report files of 
an arbitrary size. In Figure 17 the most basic data flow of the offline analysis 
tool of Naudit, FERMIN, is represented. Each file that is going to be 
processed is mapped into main memory. Once the previous association has 
been completed, the enriched output will be generated by the software written 
in a high-level language (Python) and exported to the persistent storage as a 
human-readable portable document format (PDF) file. 

 

 

 

Figure 17 - Basic data flow of offline analysis tools 

 
The memory consumption of the program is heavily related to the size of the 
record files because of the initial mapping of records to main memory. 
Nevertheless, whilst preloading a chunk of records will increase the efficiency 
while reading from disk and diminish the total latency associated to disk IO 
operations, the memory demand increases notoriously and limits the 
parallelism of the application.  

 

 

Table 7 - Network offline analytics performance on the ARM Cortex A53 processor: comparison 

between sequential and parallel implementation of the DDoS detection tool 

File Size 

Number of 

records 

Records per 

second 

Set 2 259M 5598720 310694.7836 

Set 2. Parallel 4 x 259M 22394880 993826.2182 
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There is a fervent need of finding a trade-off between performance and a low-
resource usage (utilization). It cannot be underestimated that one of the main 
drawbacks of the whole monitoring architecture is the possible bottleneck 
derived of a low-consumption policy. If the generation rate of reports is greater 
than its analysis rate, the offline tool may become a bottleneck in the 
diagnosis of the network health. 

In order to avoid this undesirable situation, and if there were more memory 
dynamically available, processing more files simultaneously would result in a 
major increase in performance. This is the situation illustrated in Figure 18.  

 

 

 

Figure 18 - Parallel data flow of FERMIN 

 

In the current implementation of FERMIN, an internal integrated scheduler in 
the program monitors the total amount of free resources of the local operating 
system and balances the incoming report files accordingly. The situation could 
be even more challenging when dealing with files of different sizes (Figure 
19). It should not be unnoticed that the memory is a limited resource in 
conventional architectures and a policy based on the antiquity and priority of 
the reports implies the managing of a dynamic number of threads and 
instances running in parallel. 

 

 

 

Figure 19 - Parallel data flow of Fermin when dealing with files of non-similar size 

 

Taking all the previous facts into account, one of the most relevant limitations 
is that the utility cannot exploit more memory than the one available on the 
server the offline analysis program is running on dReDBox offers an excellent 
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workaround to the problem. The application can dynamically allocate more 
memory/CPU cores and free them on demand. As a general rule: the greater 
consumption in terms of memory and CPU, the greater the processing rate of 
records. Regarding performance, the ideal scenario would be integrated by as 
many gigabytes of memory as reports would be generated in such moment by 
the online analysis tools. With this approach, no report would need to wait for 
its computation, thus removing the bottleneck of this point of the chain.  

Figure 20 represents the scenario where the memory has been scaled to 
satisfy the necessities for a particular moment of the time and there are no 
more jobs waiting for their attention. 

 

 

 

Figure 20 - Dynamic scale up of FERMIN 

 

This natural concept has been integrated within the application orchestration 
framework of dReDBox, reported and documented in WP4 deliverables D4.2 
and D4.4. The scale up API[16] is referenced by the FERMIN scheduler which 
requests and frees memory depending on the current requirements.  

As a proof of concept, an experiment involving several reports has been 
carried out. The group of reports is gathered in Table 8. Each group presents 
information about a different layer in the OSI. The size of an individual record 
is not static and depends on the protocol because of their different nature and 
provided information.    

For this set of experiments two different policers are considered: a sequential 
environment (where the memory consumption is reduced to the minimum) 
and a complete parallel scenario. Table 9 shows the difference in the 
execution time and records per second. It can be observed than multiplying 
the memory consumption by a factor of 2 offers a speedup of 2.45. Note that 
this super-linear speedup in memory is also associated to a greater CPU 
consumption but states a fabulous precedent for a greater speed-up on the 
final demonstrator. 
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Files Size Number of records 

HTTP 15M 92993 

IP 65M 193372 

ETH 80K 769 

Conversations 3.7G 7422836 

ICMP 7.7M 101216 

UDP 1.4G 11727667 

Total 5.2GB 19538885 

   

Table 8 - Scale up experiment of FERMIN 

In both cases, the scale up API is invoked in order to allocate the required 
memory and subtract it from the rest of the system. Regarding the topology of 
the hardware, the previous experiments have been carried on a server 
machine featuring an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2640 v3 @ 2.60GHz (32 cores) and 
78GB of RAM memory, running KVM. A virtual machine with 2 cores and a 
dynamic amount of main memory is the target operating system where the 
application was run. 

 

Policer Time (s) Records per second 

Sequential (minimum usage 
of memory: VM requests up 

to 4GB) 

 

426.124 45852.50537 

Parallel (maximum memory 
peak usage. VM requests 

8GB) 
173.513 112607.43 

Table 9 - Empirical results of FERMIN while using different policer and a dynamic allocation 
policy  
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6 Roadmap and strategy 

During the first 6 months of WP6 several important milestones have been 
accomplished: Building the testbeds, implementation of the FPGA-based 
filters, initial porting of online and offline analysis tools, and definition of a 
strategy for parallelization and use of distributed memory. 

For the remaining 18 months of WP6 we envision a roadmap for the 100 
Gbps network analytics that is divided into two main stages: 

 Up to December 2017 
o Integration of a reduced version of online analysis in Naudit’s 

testbed.  
o Design of the fully parallelized online and offline analysis tools 

 From January 2018 
o Integration on the dReDBox prototype 

The reduced version will consist on a prototype for the dACCELBRICK, 
initially on a Xilinx VC108 board, but later on a ZCU102 board (after the 
existing packet filter designs have been ported to UltraScale+ family). This 
prototype will receive packets through a custom interface on an additional 
FMC board, and will output the filtered results via a SFP+ interface. It is worth 
mentioning that the ZCU102 board has no 100 Gbps input interfaces, so a 
custom design will need to be devised, using the additional FMC board, and 
an external transceiver will have to be implemented to convert from QSFP28 
100 GbE into the custom format. At the time of writing this document, the 
details about this custom interface where still being defined. 

On the other side, another ZCU102 board will be used to prototype a 
dCOMPUBRICK. The connection between both ZCU102 boards will not be 
Ethernet but the protocol that will be used for the connection between one 
dACCELBRICK and one DCOMPUBRICK (presumably Aurora, as it was 
mentioned in D3.1).  

At the dCOMPUBRICK, the same infrastructure described in D3.1 for 
interconnection with dACCELBRICK accelerators will be implemented, 
including DMA engine and DCS. The online analysis tools will be parallelized 
among the four cores of the Cortex-A53 processor. Using this setup, 
performance numbers for one dCOMPUBRICK will be obtained. In the final 
version, this setup will be replicated for 6 dCOMPUBRICKs. 

During the next 6 months, it is also planned to work on the parallelization and 
use of distributed memory of both the online and offline analysis tools. There 
are two key points to study: Data exchange between the online and offline 
analysis tools, and algorithms for offline analysis that take advantage of the 
use of distributed memory. The design and prototyping of these algorithms will 
be done on VMs and emulators, since a prototype of the dReDBox system is 
not expected until 2018. Therefore, the activities during 2017 for 
parallelization and distributed memory usage will be more focused on design 
and algorithm development. 

The activities during 2018 will be focused on integrating with the actual 
dReDBox prototype and fine-tuning to achieve the specified KPIs. The 
roadmap considers the most effort in design and prototyping during the 
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second half of 2017, in order to have applications ready when the prototype of 
dReDBox system arrives, thus guaranteeing seamless integration 

7 Conclusions 

This deliverable has presented development progress for 100 Gbps network 
analytics, which corresponds to Task 6.5 of dReDBox. The work has been 
mainly focused on the development of FPGA-based packet filters, porting of 
applications to the Cortex-A53 processor, and showing the benefits of the 
memory scale-up API. From here, the two keywords for the remaining work 
will be integration and parallelization. Integration of the different pieces that 
were separately tested in the work presented in this deliverable, and 
parallelization to achieve the specified KPIs for 100 Gbps operation. This work 
will continue during the next months, until it is updated by D6.6 in month 32 
(August 2018). 
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